Required documents for Master degree applicants:

Bachelor degree diploma together with a certified copy of a transcript of your studies translated into English by a sworn translator (i.e. diploma with a diploma supplement) or a certificate of successful passing of the final graduation examination are required. The validation clause concerning the recognition of foreign education (Bachelor degree study programme) in the Czech Republic (detailed info is available via studijni@fbmi.cvut.cz) is required as well.

Nostrification refers to validation of qualifications awarded by foreign institutions (as an equivalent to qualifications awarded by Czech institutions). Nostrification is normally a prerequisite for entering a study programme at the Czech Technical University (CTU).

Department for Study and Student Affairs at the CTU - Rector’s Office also recognises university qualifications from universities abroad in all fields of study covered by the faculties of the CTU for any other purpose (e.g., employer's requirement, permission to carry out profession).

Nostrification fee: 3 000,- CZK

Account number: 19 - 5504780277/0100
Specific symbol: DDMMRRRR (day, month and year of birth)
Variable symbol: 55555
SWIFT: KOMBCZPP
IBAN: CZ2701000000195504780277

OFFICE HOURS FOR STUDENTS AND THE PUBLIC - APPOINTMENTS ONLY UPON PREVIOUS PHONE CALL: +420 224 353 359

MONDAY 8.00 – 11.00 and 13.00 – 15.00
WEDNESDAY 8.00 – 11.00 and 13.00 – 15.00

APPLICATIONS FOR NOSTRIFICATION OUTSIDE THE OFFICE HOURS CAN ONLY BE SERVED THROUGH THE FILLING OFFICE OF THE RECTOR’S OFFICE ON THE GROUND FLOOR

Acceptance of applications:
ČVUT v Praze - rektorát
Odbor pro studium a studentské záležitosti
Jugoslávských partyzánů 1580/3
166 36 Praha 6

For more information, please contact: studijni@fbmi.cvut.cz.